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Proprietary Information 
Copyright © 2020 Cyber Sepio Systems Ltd. All rights reserved.  

The Cyber Sepio Systems Ltd. name and Cyber Sepio Systems Ltd. logo are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Cyber Sepio Systems Ltd. 

Sepio Systems, its logo and certain names, product and Agent names referenced herein may be 
registered trademarks, trademarks, trade names or Agent marks of Sepio Systems Ltd. in certain 
jurisdictions.  

The material contained herein is proprietary, privileged and confidential and owned by Sepio 
Systems or its third-party licensors. The information herein is provided only to the person or entity to 
which it is addressed, for its own use and evaluation; therefore, no disclosure of the content of this 
document will be made to any third parties without specific written permission from Sepio Systems 
Ltd. The content herein is subject to change without further notice.  

THE INFORMATION SPECIFIED HEREIN IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND SEPIO SYSTEMS MAKES NO 
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO 
THE INFORMATION IN THIS PUBLICATION, AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS IMPLIED WARRANTIES 
OF ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT AND/OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  

SEPIO SYSTEMS reserves the right to make changes in or to the said information, or any part 
thereof, in its sole judgment, without the requirement of giving any notice prior to or after making 
such changes to the information. SEPIO SYSTEMS shall not be expected to update or revise these 
statements to reflect subsequent occurring events or circumstances, or changes in its actual 
results, level of activity, performance or achievements. 

All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Other company and brand products 
and Agent names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 

Limitation of Liability 
Sepio Systems Ltd. shall not be liable. 
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About This User Manual 
This user manual is intended for security, infrastructure, IT or SOC personnel who will use 
SepioPrime to protect their organization from malicious hardware attacks. This manual describes 
both SepioPrime’s Peripheral (device) visibility/security feature and its Network visibility/security 
feature. According to the license you purchased, you may have access to one or both of these 
features.  

• Chapter 1, Introducing Sepio Systems, page 7, introduces the Sepio Systems platform. 

• Chapter 2, How Does Sepio Systems Work, page 12, describes SepioPrime components, 
architect and how it works. 

• Chapter 3, Device Visibility, page 20, describes the workflow for setting up SepioPrime’s 
peripheral visibility/security and the user interface features that are provided to monitor and 
block attacks. 

• Chapter 4, Network Visibility, page 50, describes the workflow for setting up SepioPrime’s 
network visibility/security and the user interface features that are provided to monitor and block 
attacks. 

• Chapter 5, Risk Insights, page 64, describes the insights provided about the risk from malicious 
hardware in your organization. 

• Chapter 6, Other SepioPrime Options, page 70, shows other information and reporting options 
provided by SepioPrime. 

• Chapter 7, Integrating with SepioPrime, page 74, describes how to integrate SepioPrime alerts 
and events with other third-party products. 

Contact Information 
Sepio Systems Customer Support Team – support@sepio.systems  

Cyber Sepio Systems Ltd. 
11810 Grand Park Ave. Suite 500 Rockville, Metadata, 20852, USA 
Tel: +1 (240) 660-8690 
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User Manual Revision History 
1.0 January 2020 Bentsi Ben Atar and Iftah Bratspeiss  Initial release 

Terms and Abbreviations 

CSV Comma Separated Values  
CCM Center Configuration Manager  
HID Human Interface Device  
SIM Security Information Management 
PID Product ID 
RDM Rogue Device Mitigation 
VID Vendor ID 
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1  
Introducing 
SepioPrime  
This chapter introduces the SepioPrime solution. 

1.1 What is SepioPrime? 
SepioPrime enables you to Block rogue device attacks and stop the hardware-based data heist.  

SepioPrime is a unique software solution for detecting and mitigating the risk of rouge hardware 
devices in enterprise environments and infrastructure. Whether by USB and/or network interfaces, 
SepioPrime provides total visibility and blocking options. 

1.1.1 The Need – The Problem With Rogue Devices 
A data heist can be easy. An attacker plugs a rogue device (such as a Packet Squirrel or a Plunder 
Bug) into a wired network or connects a Rubber Ducky or USBNinja to a network workstation’s USB 
port. The rogue device then listens, hacks, gains access and siphons critical business information 
right out of your network. 

These vulnerabilities extend to any network where an adversary can gain access long enough to 
plug in the rogue hardware, such as banks, schools, government offices, businesses or retail 
establishments. All these can be compromised through an unlocked door, an unsecured jack in a 
reception area or an Ethernet switch in the data center. 

Attacks can also come from within. Nearly any malicious employee, partner, supplier or customer 
with access to your facility could surreptitiously plug malicious hardware into an unsecured port and 
launch supply chain attacks cause your IT infrastructure to succumb to inside threats. 
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A variety of excellent security solutions do not guard against rogue hardware, which taps into 
network traffic at Layer 1 – the Physical Layer – thereby flying under the radar of traditional security 
systems. These include network-protection and intrusion-detection systems, as well as network 
firewalls (operating at OSI Layers 3 and 4) and application firewalls (operating at Layer 7) with deep 
packet inspection. 

1.1.2 The Solution – SepioPrime – Mitigating Rogue Device Attacks 
Sepio Systems provides three unique solutions that operate together to stop attacks launched from 
rogue hardware. 

• SepioPrime Network Security works at the physical Layer, polling switches to analyze what’s 
happening at that layer and detecting all rogue devices plugged into the Ethernet network 
switches. 

• SepioPrime Host Protection guards against rogue devices connected to USB ports through 
multiple security layers, including real-time behavior analysis of suspicious devices. SepioPrime 
provides visibility down to the smallest level of each device in your infrastructure, including every 
keyboard, every headset, every mouse, every USB device and so on. SepioPrime detects rogue 
devices based on their actual behavior, anomalous behavior and the inherent vulnerabilities of 
the rich variety of devices known and not yet known by SepioPrime. 

• SepioPrime orchestrates the Sepio solution, alerts and security threats, enforces policies and 
delivers risk insights and best-practice recommendations. 
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The software is augmented by real-time cloud-based intelligence that provides early warning of the 
latest malicious hardware and threat patterns.  

Sepio’s SaaS-based security suite can be deployed on any physical or virtual environment in any 
combination of on-premises, private and public cloud. 

SepioPrime Automatically Takes Action According to Your Policy 

SepioPrime uses its unique physical fingerprinting technology to discover and show you the 
inventory of visible and invisible hardware. It analyzes hardware behavior and automatically blocks 
attacks on peripheral devices (on host/hosts) and on network level ports (on network switches). 

According to default and easily configured policies, Sepio can block each USB port, which disables 
the rogue device in real time as soon as it is connected. 

Policies can be implemented all at once or in stages, such as to first implement inventory visibility, 
then risk visibility and finally gradual policy implementation.  
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1.2 Using SepioPrime 
SepioPrime provides both Device visibility/security and Network visibility/security functionalities. 
Installation instructions are provided separately for each functionality. The workflow for using each 
is different and the user interface provides relevant features accordingly. 

• Device Visibility, page X 

• Network Visibility, page X 

1.2.1 Device Visibility  
The use of uncontrolled computer peripheral devices, or products that have been manipulated or 
tampered with, exposes organizations to huge cyber-risks of data theft and network infections. 

 

 

To set up SepioPrime for device visibility and security, refer to page X. 

For a description of the various options provided by SepioPrime for device visibility and blocking, 
refer to page X. 
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1.2.2 Network Visibility  
The use of transparent network devices that have no logical footprint, provides cyber-criminals with 
a constant foothold in enterprise networks for stealing and manipulating sensitive information. 

 

SOC Personnel  
Interested in actionable real-time information and alarms with minimal overhead 

Network security dashboard  

 To set up SepioPrime for network visibility and security, refer to page X. 

For a description of the various options provided by SepioPrime for network visibility and blocking, 
refer to page X. 
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1.2.3 Launching the SepioPrime User Interface 

 To launch SepioPrime – 

1 In a standard browser, log into SepioPrime using the URL, username and password that was 
determined during installation. We recommend Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge.  

 

The Peripheral Security dashboard displays by default, as shown below –  

 

2 You can then define new users and assign them a password, as described on page X. 

3 To use SepioPrime for device visibility/security, refer to page X; to use SepioPrime for 
network/security visibility, refer to page X. 
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2  
How Does 
SepioPrime 
Work? 
This chapter describes SepioPrime components, architect and how it works. 

2.1 Overview  
The following  describes the architecture and software components that  comprise the SepioPrime 
solution. Some of these components must be installed locally on the workstations and servers (the 
USB Device Security software agents), while others may either be deployed locally (on-premise), in a 
public cloud or in a private cloud. Some of the components are mandatory, while others are optional 
and provide additional Agents that the administrator can decide whether are needed or not. 

The Sepio Security Suite is modular and includes the following threat-oriented modules. You can 
decide to deploy and start with only some or all of these modules –  

• USB Device Security, page 13 

• Transparent Network Device Detection, page x 

• Firmware Validation Module, page 14 

2.1.1 USB Device Security 
This USB Device Security module is used to detect and monitor the behavior of all the USB device 
assets in the organization. 

This module provides full visibility of all connected devices, it analyzes their capabilities and 
behavior in real time and supports policy enforcement – thus allowing or blocking specific devices 
and interfaces according to the defined policy. 
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2.1.2 Transparent Network Devices Detection 
This functional module continuously monitors the network searching for rouge network (LAN) 
devices that are transparent to existing security tools. 

Transparent devices have no network entity of their own (no IP address, no MAC address and so 
on). They are used to gain an invisible foothold in a target network, and to leaking sensitive 
information in an out-of-band manner, all the while being invisible to existing tools. 

2.1.3 Firmware Validation Module 
This functional module is responsible for detecting infected or manipulated firmware and software 
that is running on authentic and authorized devices in the organization. 

Such devices can be abused in order to spread malware within the network, and to collect and store 
sensitive data that will later be exfiltrated from the organization. 
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On Premise 

Centralized Management 
i  i i  

Sepio Cloud Agent 
(Cloud Application) 

2.2 Solution Architecture – USB Device Security 

 

The USB Device Security module is based on a small footprint software agent (named the Sepio 
Agent) that is running on the workstations and servers in the organization. 

The agent continuously detects and identifies all attached USB Devices. 

The capabilities and realtime behavior of these USB Devices is analyzed and the device is assigned a 
security grade/rank that is based on the actual and current behavior of this instance. The 
SepioPrime cloud Agent compares this with the recorded behavior of similar devices. 

The system administrator can create a list of approved devices (a white list) based on the list of 
existing and recognized devices, or based on a list of known devices that were witnessed as not 
being harmful in other installations. 

A visibility report provides the administrator with a list of all the device assets in the organization, 
including vendor and functional information, and specifies to where each device is connected. 

Peripheral devices are that are known to be risky or badly-behaving are clearly masked. 

The system then recommends the best practice security policy. After the chosen policy has been 
deployed, each usage breach or attack attempt is immediately reported and blocked. 
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2.2.1 Sepio Agent Components 
The Sepio Agent is comprised of the following components – 

• OS Driver, page 17 

• Sepio Agent, page 16 

• Sepio UI, page 16  

• Cloud Agent, page 17  

Sepio Agent 

The SepioPrime Agent (service) is the heart of the host deployed software. It is responsible for the 
business logic of tracking the peripheral devices, identifying their vendor/product (asset) and profile 
(interface/class/subclass/protocol) info, tracking the device descriptors and drivers and their plug-
and-play behavior, keeping track of their behavior with/against the operating system, and making 
sure that the approved/defined security policy is enforced. 

This Agent has no user interface and runs automatically when the system starts. It has three 
interfaces with user or management related entities, as follows –  

• Socket interface with a local UI application (that is optional, and in some cases administrators 
prefer not to install it at all). 

• Periodic reporting towards Sepio Console (the centralized management systems). 

• Listener for remote administrator connections – usually coming from Sepio Console, but can 
also act as an API for external systems. 

Sepio UI 

A local SepioPrime graphic user interface application is used for monitoring (for user roles) and 
configurating the SepioPrime Agent (for administrator roles). 

Only a system tray icon is displayed while the application is running icon represents the overall 
SepioPrime security status.  

When an event takes place, a small popup appears in the right-hand corner of the screen, as shown 
below – 
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Clicking on this icon displays the following window which shows complete information regarding the 
workstation and Devices, as shown below – 

 

OS Driver 

The signed driver can run at the highest possible privilege level and is therefore required for all low-
level interactions within the operating system. 

The driver level is required whenever the system must block or interfere with the operation of a 
device that is not approved as part of the policy, or when the system must handle an approved 
device that starts acting dangerously. 

The driver is controlled by the Agent layer that runs the actual business logic. 

Cloud Service  

The Sepio Cloud Agent provides an additional layer of deeper device behavior analysis that is 
combined with threat intelligence regarding known to be vulnerable devices. 

The use of the SepioCloud Agent is optional – if you configure your SepioPrime to connect with 
SepioCloud, you improve the overall level of security and the readiness of your organization. 

The major benefit from using SepioCloud, is the wide and global visibility of high quantity of 
peripheral devices and with many instances of each type. This large and growing physical and 
behavioral fingerprinting of many USB Devices provides the administrator with a much broader 
insights and early warning regarding attacks and vulnerabilities before they have effect on the 
organization. 

The Cloud Agent is deployed based on Microsoft Azure infrastructure and can be deployed in any of 
Microsoft supported regions (currently 38) and includes automatic high availability and hitless 
performance. 
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2.3 Solution Architecture – Transparent Network 
Devices Detection 

 

The Network visibility/Security module runs as part of the SepioPrime management server and 
communicates with the existing Cisco network infrastructure in order to collect and analyze low 
level device information regarding the elements that are connected to the switch ports. 

The software calculates the realtime fingerprints of the devices that are connected to the switch 
ports and compares them with a known set of malicious devices together with specific network 
topology related information. 

As a result, it can detect and report on the existence of transparent and ghost devices, that 
otherwise are completely invisible to existing security tools. 

The system administrator can define the scanning and monitoring profile and its parameters and 
can configure the interfaces in order to report the discovery of malicious devices. 

A visibility report provides the administrator with a list of suspected devices, and specifies to where 
each device is physically connected. 
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Cloud Service  

The Sepio Cloud Agent provides an additional layer of deeper device fingerprinting analysis that is 
combined with threat intelligence regarding malicious devices that are detected in real 
environments. 

The use of the SepioCloud Agent is optional – if you configure your SepioPrime to connect with 
SepioCloud, you improve the overall level of security and the probability of detecting transparent 
network devices in your organization 



 

 

 

 

 

3  
Device Visibility  
This chapter describes the workflow for setting up SepioPrime  
peripheral visibility/security and the user interface features  
that are provided to monitor and block attacks. 

3.1 Overview 
The following menu options are provided for setting up, monitoring and implementing the policies of 
device visibility/security.  

 

• Dashboards  Peripheral Security, as described on page X 
• Peripheral Security  Sepio Agent, as described on page X 
• Peripheral Security  USB Peripherals, as described on page X 
• Risk Insights  Uncommon Peripherals, as described on page X 
• Risk Insights  Vulnerable Peripherals, as described on page X 
• Reports  Self-Generated Reports, as described on page X 
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3.1.1 Setting Up SepioPrime for Device Visibility/Security – 

Workflow  
The following is recommended workflow for setting up SepioPrime – 

1

3

2

Installing the SepioPrime 
Server

Logging In

Installing the SepioPrime 
Agents (Services)

Verifying Sepio Agent 
Connection 4

6

5

Approving Devices 

Checking Your License 
Coverage 

Defining the Blocking Policy 7

8 Defining Users

[Optional] Setting Up 
SepioPrime Integration9

 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 
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The following provides more information about the workflow depicted above and a page reference 
to the place in this user manual that describes it in detail. 

• Step 1, Installing the SepioPrime Server – Install the SepioPrime server according to the 
instructions in the SepioPrime Installation Manual.  

• Step 2, Installing the SepioPrime Agents (Services) – Install a SepioPrime Agent on each host to 
be covered according to the instructions in the SepioPrime Agent Installation Manual.  

• Step 3, Logging In – Log into the SepioPrime user interface, as described on page X.  

• Step 4, Verifying Sepio Agent Connection – Verify that all the SepioPrime agents are 
communicating with the SepioPrime server, as described on page X. 

• Step 5, Checking Your License Coverage – Export a list of the SepioPrime agents and send it to 
Sepio in order to receive and upload licenses to each agent, as described on page X.  

• Step 6, Approving Devices – Review risk indications and approve (or not) each device on each 
host. Various options are provided for reviewing and approving multiple devices at once across 
the entire organization, as described on page X. 

• Step 7, Defining the Blocking Policy – By default SepioPrime monitors and alerts you regarding 
each device. In addition, you can define a policy that automatically blocks malicious devices in 
real time. You can assign this policy per device, per device type, per host or per user, as 
described on page X. 

• Step 8, [Optional] Defining Users – Define additional SepioPrime users as needed, as described 
on page X. 

• Step 9, [Optional] Setting Up SepioPrime Integration with Syslog and CEF according to the 
instructions in the SepioPrime Northbound Interfaces Manual.  

3.1.2 Using SepioPrime for Device Visibility and Blocking 
SepioPrime provides various options in the user interface for detecting the overall security and risk 
situation, as well as enabling you to drill down into the exact details of each peripheral in your 
organization. 

• Peripheral Security Dashboard – Shows a variety of risk and status features regarding the 
peripherals in your organization, as described on page X. 

• Risk Insights – Provides insights into your uncommon and vulnerable peripherals, as described 
in page X. 
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• Sepio Agent – Provides a detailed list of each covered host, its risk and its status. 

• USB Peripherals – Provides a detailed list of each peripheral connected to each covered host, its 
risk and its status. 

• Viewing and Generating Reports – Provides various ready-made reports and enables you to 
generate your own customized reports to be distributed by email.  

• History – Event Log – Provides a detailed log of all system events. 

Free Mode and Armed Mode 

Each Sepio Agent installed on a host runs the policy that you define for it. Two primary modes are 
provided – Free Mode and Armed Mode. 

• Free Mode – SepioPrime provides total visibility regarding the rouge devices in your organization 
it collects information, shows you this information, warns you about risk indications, but does 
not take any action.  

• Armed Mode – This mode provides total visibility (as described above), and in addition it blocks 
the USB port in real time, which disables rogue device. 
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3.2 Peripheral Security Dashboard 
The Peripheral Security dashboard is displayed by default when you launch the SepioPrime user 
interface. It provides a variety of types of information about the risk and status of the devices in your 
organization. 

 To review the Peripheral Security dashboard – 

1 In the left pane, select Dashboards  Peripheral Security. The following displays – 
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Reviewing Dashboard Information 
The Peripheral Security dashboard provides various sections presenting textual and graphical 
information.  

Hovering over a graphical element displays a tooltip of additional information. For example, as 
shown below – 

 

Clicking on a row in a table drills down to show more detailed information. For example, clicking on 
the first row below –  

 

Displays the following detailed table – 
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The History section provides a dropdown menu in which you can select whether to display 
information about the devices covered by SepioPrime or about the Sepio Agents that are installed on 
hosts, as shown below –  
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3.3 Reviewing the Sepio Agent List 
The instructions in this chapter assume that you have already installed the SepioPrime server 
according to the instructions in the SepioPrime Installation Manual and have installed the Sepio 
Agent on each host to be covered by SepioPrime according to the instructions in the SepioPrime 
Agent Installation Manual. Verify installation and operation of the Sepio Agents using an external tool 
of your choosing. 

Part of the installation process of each Sepio Agent on a host, is to specify the SepioPrime server 
with which it communicates. During this installation, keep a list of the hosts on which a Sepio Agent 
was installed.  

The following describes how to review the list of Sepio Agents detected by the server and verify that 
all those that were installed are listed there, meaning that they are actually communicating with the 
SepioPrime server. 

 To review the Sepio Agents (agents) list – 

In the left pane, select Peripheral Security  Sepio Agent. The following displays – 

 

The following information is provided for each Agent – 

• Host Identifier/IP Address – Specifies the name/IP address of the host on which the Sepio 
Agent is installed. 
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• OSVersion/UUID – Specifies the version and unique identifier of the host on which the Sepio 

Agent is installed. 

• Status – Specifies the status of the Sepio Agent, as described below. 

• Peripherals – Specifies the quantity of devices on this host according to their Status (as 
shown in the Status column) and approval state (approved/not approved). 

 

From left to right these numbers represent the following – 

• Present and Approved – Specifies the quantity of devices that are currently connected to 
the host and have been approved by a Sepio Prime user, as described on page X. 

• Disconnected and Approved – Specifies the quantity of devices that are not currently 
connected to the host and have been approved by a SepioPrime user, as described on 
page X. These devices were connected at some point and were approved, but are 
currently not connected to the host. 

• Not Approved (Orange) – Specifies the quantity of devices that are not approved. This is 
the default state of Sepio Agents after they have been installed. 

• Risk Indication – This is an extremely important column. It specifies the inherent risk of this 
device, as follows – 

•  – Danger! Red Mask – An attack tool masquerading as a legitimate device has 
been detected. It is impersonating a legitimate device by duplicating the value of the 
Vendor ID (VID) and Product ID (PID). 

•  Anonymous – Specifies that this device is known to be vulnerable by design. It has 
a built-in vulnerability that enables it to be exploited by hackers. This vulnerability is listed 
in the Sepio threat intelligence database and is recognized by hackers. Hovering over this 
icon displays a description. For example, as shown below – 
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If this device is actually being used as an attack tool, then the rubber ducky  icon 
appears on its left. For example, as shown below – 

 

If no rubber ducky  icon appears on its left then the device is not currently being used 
as an attack tool, but still has the potential to be used as one because it is vulnerable by 
design.  

•  Black Mask – This icon is only displayed for SepioPrime users that have 
administrative privileges. This indication does not mean that it is an attack tool. However, 
although SepioPrime recognizes this device, SepioPrime has never encountered this 
version of the device. For example, a new version of a known mouse.  

 
Please contact Sepio support if you see this icon so that we can update our 
threat information database. 

• Last Configuration – Specifies the timestamp of the most recent configuration or policy 
change sent to that host from the SepioPrime server.  

• Version – Specifies the version of the Sepio Agent installed on the host. Hovering over this 
column displays a tooltip showing the last three events such as inserting or removing a USB 
device. For example, as shown below – 

 

• License – Specifies whether the Sepio license that was imported for this host.  

• Valid – A green checkmark indicates that a license was imported  

• Pending – Indicates that a license was not imported yet. 

• Expired – A red flag indicates that the license has expired.  

2 Verify that a row appears for each host on which you installed a Sepio Agent by comparing this 
displayed list with the list of hosts on which you installed each Sepio Agent (such as using 
Microsoft Center Configuration Manager (CCM)).  
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An easy way to get started is to do a sanity check by comparing the quantity of SepioPrime 
Agents that were installed with the quantity of rows that appears at the bottom of the list, as 
shown below – 

  

• Connected (Free or Armed) – All the hosts whose Sepio Agents is communicating with the 
SepioPrime server, appear in this list with the word Free or Armed in the Status column. Free 
is the default status that is automatically assigned. A Sepio Agent can be set to Armed 
status (to block), as described on page X. 

• Missing – If a host on which the Sepio Agent was installed does not appear in the list, then 
check this on the host itself. For example, check whether the SepioAgent was actually 
installed.  

• Disconnected – If a host appears in this list with Disconnected in the Status column, the row 
appears grayed out. This means that the host successfully connected with the SepioPrime 
server at some point and is currently not connected. In this case, use the usual network 
connectivity methods to check why these Agents no longer running or connected. 
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Reviewing the Devices on a Host 
The following describes how to drill down into a specific host in order to review the devices that are 
connected to it. 

 To review the devices on a specific host – 

1 Double-click on the row of a Sepio Agent to display all the peripherals (devices) connected to it.  

 

A list of the devices connected to this host is displayed, as shown below – 

 

2 A row appears for each device connected to the host. The following columns appear for each 
device – 

• Approval State – Specifies whether the device has been approved by a SepioPrime user and 
is enabled. 

Double-click 
on a Sepio 

Agent 
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•  – Indicates that this device is enabled and approved.  
Note – Some devices have been soldered into the motherboard and therefore cannot be blocked by a 
SepioPrime policy. Therefore, these devices automatically appear enabled and pre-approved. Their 
manufacturer is specified as (Standard USB Hubs) and their vendor, the ID and product info columns show 
\ROO. For example, as shown below – 

 

•  – Each device after it has been installed is not approved and is enabled. It appears 
with a red icon, as shown below – 

 
Note – Some devices have been soldered into the motherboard and therefore cannot be blocked by a 
SepioPrime policy. Therefore, these devices automatically appear enabled and pre-approved. Their 
manufacturer is specified as (Standard USB Hubs) and their vendor, the ID and product info columns show 
\ROO. For example, as shown below – 

 

•  – Each device must be both approved and enabled in order to be covered. SepioPrime 
disables a device while blocking it. This yellow icon appears after you have approved a 
disabled device, but have not yet enabled it. 
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3.4 Checking Your License Coverage  
The SepioPrime server has a license that is handled during installation. It can be displayed by 
selecting the Administrator  Licensing option in the left pane. It is shown below in the SepioPrime 
section. The USB Security option should be enabled if you purchased device visibility and the 
Network Security option should be enabled if you purchased network visibility. 

 

Sepio Agent Licenses 

The following describes how to generate a license for each host on which the Sepio Agent is 
installed. 

 To generate licenses for each host – 

1 Verify that all the hosts on which you installed a Sepio Agent are listed in the Sepio Agents list, as 
described on page X. 

2 Select the Administrator  Licensing option in the left pane.  
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3 In the USB Security section (shown above), click the Export button to generate a CSV file to be 

sent to Sepio support at licensing@sepio.systems. For example, as shown below –  

 

4 Sepio will generate a licensing file and send it to you. 

5 After you receive this licensing file, import it using the Import button (shown on the previous 
page). 

mailto:licensing@sepio.systems
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6 Select the Peripheral Security  Sepio Agents option in left pane to display the Agents list. Verify 

that each agent has a green checkmark in the license column. It should not be Pending 
(awaiting a license) or have a red flag  (license expired). Hosts that do not have a valid license 

 are not covered. We recommend that you immediately import a proper license.  
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3.5 Approving and Setting the Policy of Devices 
In this step you must review each device in order to decide which to approve (allow) and which not 
to approve. The decision whether to approve a device should be taken according to the Risk 
Indication shown by SepioPrime (as described on page X) and your organization’s policies. For 
example, if an employee brought in a gaming keyboard and connected it to the corporate network, 
you may decide to approve its usage or not.  

 Multiple options are provided for approving and setting the policies of devices – 

• Per Host in the Sepio Agent List, page 38 

• Per Device of a Specific Host in the USB Peripherals List, page 42 

• Per Device in Your Organization, page 42 

• Per Device per User, page x 

3.5.1 Understanding Device Approval  
This step should be performed after installation on all devices and then from time to time as needed. 

In order for a device to be covered, it must be – 

• Approved – Set to Approved, as described in this section. By default, all devices are Not 
Approved and must be approved by a SepioPrime user in order to be covered (in Free Mode). 
More importantly, if the device falls under an Armed policy, it will be automatically blocked by 
SepioPrime, unless it has been Approved. 

• Enabled – Set to Enabled (not Disabled), as described on page x. By default, each device is 
Enabled. SepioPrime disables a device when it blocks it. 
Note – Disabling is performed automatically by SepioPrime when it blocks a device. The SepioPrime user does not 
need to disable devices. 

• Status – Free or Armed – The status of the SepioPrime Agent on the host of this device must be 
sent to either Free or Armed; and not be Disconnected (as described on page X). 

Approving Devices in Order to Start Coverage 

When new devices are introduced to SepioPrime (as described on page X), by default they are set to 
Enabled and Not Approved. This means that in order for a device to be covered by SepioPrime, you 
must approve each device. A variety of options are provided for approving multiple devices at once. 
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Armed Mode – Blocking USB Ports 

By default, all devices that are both Enabled and Approved are set to Free mode, which means that 
SepioPrime provides total visibility regarding the rouge devices in your organization, it collects 
information, shows you this information, warns you about risk indications, but does not take any 
blocking action. 

You may refer to page X for a description of how to set a device to Armed Mode. 

 

Setting devices to Armed mode before approving them will result in all these devices being 
blocked. We recommend that you be careful not to arm devices before approving them so 
as not to mistakenly block their usage. The quantity of such devices that are both not 
approved and armed is displayed in red in the peripherals column of the Sepio Agents list. 
For example, 1 device is shown below as not approved – 

 

Allowing Device Usage after Blocking 

After a device has been blocked by the Armed policy, it is automatically set to Disabled. As a double 
failsafe, in order to allow a blocked device to be used again, you must both Enable it and Approve it. 

Both Free mode and Armed mode show events in the dashboard (as described on page x), in the 
History Event Log (as described on page x) and will be sent to an external SOC if it has been 
integrated with SepioPrime (as described on page x). 
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3.5.2 Approving and Setting Policies for all Host Devices at Once 
The Sepio Agent list shows a row for each agent that is deployed in your organization, as described 
on page X. The following describes how to approve or set a policy for all the devices connected to a 
specific host. 

 To approve or set a policy for all devices of a host – 

1 Select Peripheral Security  Sepio Agent in the left pane. 

2 Check the checkboxes on the right side of each relevant Sepio Agent’s row.  

In order easily find the hosts in which you are interested, you can filter the list of displayed Sepio 
Agents using the options at the top of the list. 

The top right corner provides a drop down which enables you to select how many rows are 
displayed in each page. 

 

3 Click the Action button to display a dropdown menu of options, as shown below – 

 

4 Select the relevant action to be applied to ALL the devices of this host, as follows –  

• Set to Free / Set to Armed – To apply this policy. You may refer to page X for more 
information the Free and Armed policy.  

• Approve All – To approve all the devices on this host. We do not recommend using this 
option. It is better to review and approve each device separately, as described on page x.  
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• Delete – To remove a host from SepioPrime. Use this when a host is no longer relevant after 

it has been defined in SepioPrime. 

• Purge Commands – To clear all the pending policy changes and approvals to be sent to a 
host(s), so that they are not sent, as described on page x. 

• Update Agent Version – To update the SepioPrime Agent software on the selected host. 
From time to time Sepio may provide you with a new SepioPrime Agent, which should be 
placed on the SepioPrime server. You can then use this option to determine which hosts to 
update. We recommend that you update all the hosts.  

After you select one of these dropdown menu options the action is performed by sending the 
relevant commands (policy changes and approvals) to the SepioPrime Agent.  

3.5.3 Approving and Setting Policies for Specific Host Devices 
The following describes how to review the devices of the specific host and to approve, not approve 
or set the policy for each device separately. 

 

 To approve or set a policy for each device of a host – 

1 Select Peripheral Security  Sepio Agent in the left pane. 
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2 Double-click on the row of a Sepio Agent to display all the peripherals (devices) connected to it.  

 

A list of the devices connected to this host is displayed, as shown below – 

 

3 A row appears for each device connected to the host. You may refer to page X for a description 
of each of these columns. Particularly interesting is the Approval State column on the right, 
which specifies whether the device has been approved by a SepioPrime user.  

•  – Each device that is already Approved (and Enabled) appears with a green  icon on 
the right side of the row.  

•  – After each device has been installed, it is Not Approved and is Enabled. It appears with 
a red icon, as shown below – 

 
Note – Some devices have been soldered into the motherboard and therefore cannot be blocked by a 
SepioPrime policy. Therefore, these devices automatically appear enabled and pre-approved. Their 
manufacturer is specified as (Standard USB Hubs) and their vendor, the ID and product info columns show 
\ROO. For example, as shown below – 

 

Double-click 
on a Sepio 

Agent 
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•  – Each device must be both Approved and Enabled in order to be covered. SepioPrime 
disables a device when it blocks it. This yellow icon appears after you have Approved a 
disabled device, but have not yet Enabled it. 

 

4 Check the checkboxes on the right side of each relevant device’s row.  

In order easily find the devices in which you are interested you can filter the list using the options 
at the top of the list. 

5 Click the Action button to display a dropdown menu of options, as shown below –  

 

6 Select the relevant action to be applied to the selected device(s), as follows –  

• Approve – To approve all the selected device(s) on this host.  

• Disapprove – To set the selected device(s) to Not Approved on this host.  

• Enable – By default, each device is Enabled. SepioPrime disables a device when it blocks it. 
This option enables you to reenable the device. The device must then also be Approved in 
order to be covered.  

• Approve and Enable – SepioPrime disables a device when it blocks it. As a double failsafe 
measure after a device has been blocked by SepioPrime, you must both Enable it and 
Approve it. This option does both at the same time. 

• Purge Commands – To clear all the pending policy changes and approval commands to be 
sent to a host(s), so that they are not sent, as described on page x. 

After you select one of these dropdown menu options the action is performed by sending the 
relevant commands (policy changes and approvals) to the SepioPrime Agent. The text in this 
row is displayed in blue font until after the command has been implemented on the relevant 
host. This may happen for example, when a person with a laptop is traveling and therefore is 
offline. 
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3.5.4 Approving and Setting Policies for a Device Types across 

your entire Organization  
The Peripheral Security  USB Peripherals option enables you to view – 

• Aggregated Peripherals – You can review, approve/disapprove or enable all the devices of a 
specific type in your entire organization, as described on page X. 

• Global Peripherals – You can review, approve/disapprove or enable all the devices of a specific 
user in your organization, as described on page X. 

Aggregated Peripherals 

 To approve or set a policy for a device type to be applied across your entire organization – 

1 Select Peripheral Security  USB Peripherals in the left pane. By default, the Aggregated 
Peripherals option is selected in a dropdown menu and the top right corner, as shown below – 

 

The following displays showing an aggregated view of all the devices and all the hosts on which 
a Sepio Agent has been installed. Each row represents a device type and shows the quantity of 
hosts on which it is deployed, as shown below –  
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Each row in this page represents a device type. The following describes columns of information 
provided for each device – 

• Device Type Icon – The leftmost column provides an icon representing the type of device. 
For example, represents a keyboard and  represents a mouse. A description of this 
type of device is provided in the Device column. 

Pay special attention to the rubber ducky device icon that represents a malicious HID 

(Human Interface Device). These devices show a Red Mask  icon or an Anonymous 

icon in the risk indication column. You may refer to page X for more information about 
the meaning of these icons. 

• Composite Devices – Some devices are a composition of other devices. These are 
indicated by a down arrow . The down arrow represents the composite device. The 
subject devices that are composite device contains are represented by a right facing 
arrow . Another way to understand which rows represent composite devices and which 
are the sub-devices that belong to it is to look in the VID, Vendor and PID column. All 
those with the same value in these columns belong to the same composite device.  

For example, the following shows three rows for a USB Composite Device from 
Broadcom Corp. and another three rows for a USB Composite Device from Logitech Inc..  

 
Note – The indication of the composite device and its sub-devices is represented by the arrows regardless of the 
icons on their left. 

• Quantity – Specifies the distribution of this device type in your organization, meaning the 
number of hosts that have this type of device out of all the hosts in the organization. For 
example, 40/188 means that this device type is deployed on 40 hosts out of the 188 hosts in 
your organization. 

  

Broadcom 
Composite Device 

 

Logitech Composite 
Device 
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• Quantity of Not Approved Devices  – Specifies the number of hosts that have this device 
type on which it has not been approved. For example, 40 hosts in your organization may 

have this device type, but this icon  means that on 37 of those hosts that this device type 
has not been approved.  

• Risk Indication – This is an extremely important column. It specifies the inherent risk of this 
device, as follows – 

•  – Danger! Red Mask – An attack tool masquerading as a legitimate device has 
been detected. It is impersonating a legitimate device by duplicating the value of the 
Vendor ID (VID) and Product ID (PID). 

•  Anonymous – Specifies that this device is known to be vulnerable by design. It has 
a built-in vulnerability that enables it to be exploited by hackers. This vulnerability is listed 
in the Sepio threat intelligence database and is recognized by hackers. Hovering over this 
icon displays a description. For example, as shown below – 

           

If this device is actually being used as an attack tool, then the rubber ducky  icon 
appears on its left. For example, as shown below – 

 

If no rubber ducky  icon appears on its left then the device is not currently being used 
as an attack tool, but still has the potential to be used as one because it is vulnerable by 
design.  

•  Black Mask – This icon is only displayed for SepioPrime users that have 
administrative privileges. This indication does not mean that it is an attack tool. However, 
although SepioPrime recognizes this device, SepioPrime has never encountered this 
version of the device. For example, a new version of a known mouse.  

 

Please contact Sepio support if you see this icon so that we can update our 
threat information database. 
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• Manufacturer/VID/Vendor/PID/Product Info – Provides various types of information about 

this device. 

2 Check the checkboxes on the right side of each relevant device’s row.  

In order easily find the devices in which you are interested you can filter the list using the options 
at the top of the list. For example, by PID (Product ID). 

3 Click the Action button to display a dropdown menu of options, as shown below –  

 

4 Select the relevant action to be applied to each device, as follows –  

• Approve – To approve all the selected device(s) on this host.  

• Disapprove – To set the selected device to Unapproved on this host.  

• Enable – By default, each device is Enabled. SepioPrime disables a device when it blocks it. 
This option enables you to reenable the device. It must then also be approved in order to be 
covered. 

After you select one of these dropdown menu options the action is performed by sending the 
relevant commands (policy changes and approvals) to the SepioPrime Agent. The text in this 
row is displayed in blue font until after the command has been implemented on the relevant 
host. This may happen for example, when a person with a laptop is traveling and therefore is 
offline. 
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3.5.5 Approving and Setting Policies for Devices per User – Global 

Peripherals  
 To approve or set a policy for a specific device for a specific user – 

1 Select Peripheral Security  USB Peripherals in the left pane.  

2 In a dropdown menu and the top right corner, select Global Peripherals, as shown below – 

 

The following displays showing a global view of all the devices and all the specific devices in 
your organization. Each row represents a specific device deployed on a specific host, as shown 
below –  

 

Each row in this page represents a specific device. The columns in this page are the same as the 
Aggregated Peripherals view, as described on page X, except that additional columns are 
provided to describe the specific host on which each specific device is deployed, such as Host 
Identifier and Host UUID. 

• Device Type Icon – The leftmost column provides an icon representing the type of device. 
For example, represents a keyboard and represents a  mouse. A description of this 
type of device is provided in the Device column. 
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Pay special attention to the rubber ducky device icon that represents a malicious HID 

(Human Interface Device). These devices will show a Red Mask  icon or an Anonymous 

icon in the risk indication column. You may refer to page X for more information about 
the meaning of these icons. 

• Composite Devices – Some devices are a composition of other devices. These are 
indicated by a down arrow . The down arrow represents the composition device and 
then each row that follows it has a right facing arrow  that represents the sub-devices 
that comprise it. Another way to understand which rows represent opposite devices and 
which are the sub-devices that belong to it is to look in the VID, Vendor and PID column. 
All those with the same value in these columns belong to the same composite device. 
For example, the following shows three rows for a USB Composite Device from 
Broadcom Corp. and another three rows for a USB Composite Device from Logitech Inc. 

 
Note – The indication of the compass and divides and it some devices is represented by the arrows regardless of 
the icons on their left. 

• Quantity – Specifies the distribution of this device type in your organization, meaning the 
number of hosts that have this type of device out of all the hosts in the organization. For 
example, 40/188 means that this the device type is deployed on 40 hosts out of the 188 
hosts in your organization. 

  

• Quantity of Not Approved Devices  – Specifies the number of hosts that have this device 
type on which it has not been approved. For example, if 40 hosts in your organization have 

this device type, then this icon  indicates that this device type has not been approved on 
37 hosts.  

Broadcom 
Composite 

Device 

 Logitech 
Composite 

Device 
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• Risk Indication – This is an extremely important column. It specifies the inherent risk of this 

device, as follows – 

•  – Danger! Red Mask – An attack tool masquerading as a legitimate device has 
been detected. It is impersonating a legitimate device by duplicating the value of the 
Vendor ID (VID) and Product ID (PID). 

•  Anonymous – Specifies that this device is known to be vulnerable by design. It has 
a built-in vulnerability that enables it to be exploited by hackers. This vulnerability is listed 
in the Sepio threat intelligence database and is recognized by hackers. Hovering over this 
icon displays a description. For example, as shown below – 

           

If this device is actually being used as an attack tool, then the rubber ducky  icon 
appears on its left. For example, as shown below – 

 

If no rubber ducky  icon appears on its left then the device is not currently being used 
as an attack tool, but still has the potential to be used as one because it is vulnerable by 
design.  

•  Black Mask – This icon is only displayed for SepioPrime users that have 
administrative privileges. This indication does not mean that it is an attack tool. However, 
although SepioPrime recognizes this device, SepioPrime has never encountered this 
version of the device. For example, a new version of a known mouse.  

 

Please contact Sepio support if you see this icon so that we can update our 
threat information database. 

• Manufacturer/VID/Vendor/PID/Product Info – Provides various types of information about 
this device. 

3 Check the checkboxes on the right side of each relevant device’s row.  

In order to easily find the devices in which you are interested, you can filter the list using the 
options at the top of the list. For example, by VID (Vendor ID). 
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4 Click the Action button to display a dropdown menu of options, as shown below –  

 

5 Select the relevant action to be applied to each device, as follows –  

• Approve – To Approve all the selected device(s) on this host.  

• Disapprove – To set the selected device to Not Approved on this host.  

• Enable – By default, each device is Enabled. SepioPrime disables a device when it blocks it. 
This option reenables the device. However, it must then also be Approved in order to be 
covered. 

After you select one of these dropdown menu options, the action is performed by sending the 
relevant commands (policy changes and approvals) to the SepioPrime Agent. The text in this 
row is displayed in blue font until after the command has been implemented on the relevant 
host. This may happen for example, when a person with a laptop is traveling and therefore is 
offline. 

3.5.6 Mitigating Vulnerable Devices 

Device Supply Chain Vulnerabilities  

Some devices are vulnerable by manufacturer design, meaning that hackers have found a way to 
exploit organizations’ networks through a vulnerability that is inherent to the actual device. You may 
decide to replace these devices (such as a mouse or keyboard) with other devices that do not have 
vulnerabilities (such as a mouse from different manufacturer or a different version of the same 
mouse). Alternatively, you might exile these devices to be used in a less important and separate part 
of your organization. 

Devices That Are or Contain Attack Tools 

Devices that contain attack tools should be handled more aggressively as you see fit. 

 

We recommend that you immediately run over to this device and grab it, since someone 
may quickly pull it out and disappear. 
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4  
Network Visibility  
This chapter describes the workflow for setting up SepioPrime  
network visibility/security and the user interface features  
that are provided to monitor and block attacks. 

4.1 Overview 
The following menu options are provided for setting up, monitoring and implementing the policies of 
network visibility/security.  

 

• Dashboards  Network Security, as described on page X 
• Network Security  Network Switches, as described on page X 
• Network Security  Network Ports, as described on page X 
• Network Security  Configuration, as described on page X 
• Risk Insights  Switch Vulnerabilities, as described on page X 
• Risk Insights  Network Ports, as described on page X 
• Reports  Alarmed Ports, as described on page X 
• Reports  Zero MAC Ports, as described on page X 
• Reports  Port Administration, as described on page X 
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4.1.1 Setting up SepioPrime for Network Visibility/Security 
The following is recommended workflow for setting up SepioPrime for network visibility/security – 

1

3

2

Installing the SepioPrime 
Server 

Verifying Communication with 
the Switches

Defining the Switches to be 
Covered 

Verifying the Polling of the 
Switches4

6

5

Defining Users 

Verifying License Coverage 

[Optional] Setting Up 
SepioPrime Integration 7

 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

Page x 

The following provides more information about the workflow depicted above and a page reference 
to the place in this user manual that describes it in detail. 

• Step 1, Installing the SepioPrime Server – According to the instructions in the SepioPrime 
Installation Manual.  

• Step 2, Defining the Switches to be Covered – SepioPrime provides three methods for importing 
the list of switches to be covered by SepioPrime, as follows – 

• Importing a CSV file, as described on page x.  
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• Manually adding switches in the user interface, as described on page x.  

• API, as described on page x. 

• Step 3, Verifying Communication with the Switches, as described on page x 

• Step 4, Verifying the Polling of the Switches, as described on page x. 

• Step 5, Verifying License Coverage, as described on page x.  

• Step 6, [Optional] Defining Users – Define additional SepioPrime users as needed, as described on page X. 

• Step 7, [Optional] Setting Up SepioPrime Integration with Syslog and CEF according to the 
instructions in the SepioPrime Northbound Interfaces Manual.  

4.1.2 Using SepioPrime for Network Visibility and Blocking 
The following options can be used for ongoing monitoring of network security. 
• Network Security Dashboard – SepioPrime shows a variety of risk and status features regarding 

the switches in your organization, as described on page X. 
• Risk Insights – SepioPrime provides insights into your switch vulnerabilities and network ports, 

as described in page X. 
• Network Switches – Sepio provides a detailed list of each covered switch, its risk and its status, 

as described on page X. 
• Network Ports – Sepio provides a detailed list of each hurtful connected to each covered host, 

its risk and its status, as described on page X. 
• History – Event Log – SepioPrime provides a detailed log of all system events, as described on page X. 
• Viewing and Generating Reports – SepioPrime provides various ready-made reports and enables 

you to generate your own customized reports to be distributed by email, as described on page X.  

Important Note – Before investigating risk insights (as described on page x) or generating 
reports (as described on page X), you must allow the system to operate for at least three times the 
time period that you defined in the scan policy parameter (as described in page x). 
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4.2 Defining the Switches 
Three methods are provided for importing the list of switches to be covered by SepioPrime, as 
follows – 

• Importing a CSV File, page 53  

• Manually Adding Each Switch in the User Interface, page 55  

• API, page 56  

4.2.1 Importing a CSV File 
The following describes how to add multiple switches to SepioPrime from a Comma Separated 
Values (CSV) file. This is the most popular and the most efficient method. 

 To import a CSV file of switches – 

1 Select Network Security  Configuration and then scroll down to the Switch List Operations 
section, as shown below – 
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2 Create a CSV file in which each row represents a switch and each column represents the 

parameters of the switch to be added to SepioPrime. The format of the file to be imported is 
shown below – 
# Any comment here 
# Or here.  
# As long as they start with the '#' character 
# 
# The order of fields (per switch) are: 
# IP Address, Priority, Transport, Username, Password, EnablePass 
# - Priority from 1 (Critical) through 3 (Normal) to 5 (Occasional) 
# - Username, Password, and EnablePass can be set or omitted 
# 
# In the below example: 
# .24 does not need a Password but does need an EnablePass 
# .39 does need a user Password but does not need an EnablePass 
# .72 does not need a Username but does need Password and EnablePass 
# 
192.168.100.23,1,Telnet,User1,Password1,EnablePassword 
192.168.100.24,1,Telnet,User1,,EnablePass 
192.168.100.39,3,SSH,User2,Password2,EnablePW2 
# Comments are also possible throughout the file 
#192.168.100.23,SSH,User3 
192.168.100.51,1,Telnet,User3,Pass3, 
192.168.100.72,4,Telnet,,Password,EnablePass 

Note – It is important to note that when importing a switch list from a file, the administrator should define whether the 
imported entries will replace the existing list of switches, or will be added to the existing list (meaning that switches that 
are defined in the system and do not appear in the list will remain after the import is completed). 
When importing an entry with IP address of an existing switch, the entry from the list will replace the existing one.  

Exporting the Switch List 

For security purposes, access credentials (such as passwords), are not exported.  

Note – However, you must specify these credentials when importing switch lists in order to enable access.  

You can export the switch list file for your own records, as follows – 

• Click the Export button to export a list of the switches are defined in SepioPrime. For example, as 
shown below –  
# Sepio Systems Switch List Export 
# Export Time: YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS 
# User: Matthew Bailey 
# 
# The order of fields (per switch) are: 
# IP Address, Priority, Transport, Username, Password, EnablePass 
# - Priority from 1 (Critical) through 3 (Normal) to 5 (Occasional) 
# 
192.168.100.23,1,Telnet,User1,X67FR@, 
192.168.100.24,1,Telnet,User1,X67FR@,K4^7bG 
192.168.100.39,3,SSH,User2,Pass75,myEnableSecret 
192.168.100.51,1,Telnet,User3,,  
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4.2.2 Manually Adding Each Switch in the User Interface 
The following describes how to manually define each switch in the user interface. 

 To manually add a switch to be covered by SepioPrime – 

1 Select the Network Security  Network Switches options. 

2 Click the Action button in the top right of the page to display the dropdown menu of options and 
select the Add Switch option. 

 

The following displays –  

 
Note – SepioPrime does not disclose usernames and passwords. 

3 Define the switch to be added and assign a scanning priority. You may refer to page X for more 
information about scanning priority. 

4 Click the Save button.  
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4.2.3 API 
Sepio provides an open format to enable integrators to provide switch lists via API command. 
Vendor and product specific interfaces can be enabled upon request. 

Open Format – Get Switch List 
Request GET https://192.168.75.12/prime/api/switchlist/ 

Response  
 

{ [ 
"IpAddress":"192.168.100.23", 
"Priority": "1", 
"Transport":"Telnet", 
"Username":"User1", 
"Password":"Password1", 
"Enable":"EnablePassword" 
], 
[ 
"IpAddress":"192.168.100.24", 
"Priority": "1", 
"Transport":"Telnet", 
"Username":"User1", 
"Password":null, 
"Enable":"EnablePass" 
], 
[ 
"IpAddress":"192.168.100.39", 
"Priority": "3", 
"Transport":"SSH", 
"Username":"User2", 
"Password":"Password2", 
"Enable":"EnablePW2" 
], 
[ 
"IpAddress":"192.168.100.51", 
"Priority": "1", 
"Transport":"Telnet", 
"Username":"User3", 
"Password":"Pass3", 
"Enable":null 
], 
[ 
"IpAddress":"192.168.100.72", 
"Priority": "4", 
"Transport":"Telnet", 
"Username":null, 
"Password":"Password", 
"Enable":"EnablePass" 
] }  
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4.3 Defining Your Scan Policy for Network 
Switches 

The following describes how to define the SepioPrime scanning policy of your network switches, 
including the frequency (interval) .  

 

It’s up to you how frequently to define to poll the ports of a switch. The network load is not 
significant, but you may decide to poll some switches every few minutes and some others 
switches every few hours. 

 To define your scan policy of network switches – 

1 The Networks Security  Configuration. The following displays –  

 

The Scan Policy section shows a list of scan policies according to the priority assigned to each 
switch, as follows – 

• Priority – Specifies the priority that to be assigned to each switch – Critical, High, Normal, 
Low and Occasional, which determines the interval (frequency) at which it is scanned, as 
described below. The priority of each switch is assigned when it is created in SepioPrime, as 
described on page X. 
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• Interval – Specifies how often SepioPrime scans the switches in your organization according 

to the priority that has been assigned to each switch. A default interval is assigned to each 
priority, as shown above. For example, Critical switches are scanned every minute (1 min) by 
default and switches with Low priority are scanned every 8 hours. 

• Number of Switches – Specifies how many switches in your organization have been 
assigned this priority. 

• Number of Ports – Specifies the total quantity of ports that belong to the switches in your 
organization that have been assigned this priority. 

2 Select the checkbox of one of the rows in the Scan Policy section, such as the Critical Priority 
row. Only a single checkbox can be selected at a time. 

3 Click the Action button and select the Edit option, as shown below – 

 

The following displays –  

 

4 In the Name dropdown menu, select the priority to be changed. 

5 In the Interval dropdown menu, select how often SepioPrime will scan. 

6  Click the Save button. 
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Scan Engines 

The Scan Engines section describes the SepioPrime network pollers that handle the scanning of 
your networks switches. One or more scan engine were created during the installation of the 
SepioPrime server. Each scan engine handles a specific site and multiple scan engines may be 
installed in order to extend your network to a remote site. The primary scan engine is created and 
activated to run on your entire organization’s network on a specific site and is called the internal 
scan engine. 

All the information collected from all scan engines is aggregated and shown in the SepioPrime user 
interface described in this user manual. This section provides an Action button that enables you to 
Activate or Delete a scan engine. Only a single scan engine can be activated at a time. 

 

If you delete a scan engine, its information is still shown in the user interface, but is no longer 
updated of course. 
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4.4 Network Switches 
The following describes how to display a list of the network switches covered by SepioPrime. A row 
appears for each switch that was added to SepioPrime, as described on page X. The following 
displays –  

 

Each row in this list represents a switch that was added to SepioPrime, as described in page X. 

The following describes the columns that appear for each switch – 

Switch Icon 

 

Model / Name / IOS 

Describes the switch. 

Status  

Specifies the status of this switch, as follows – 

• Unable To Connect – Specifies that there is no network connectivity to the switch. For example, 
when the access credentials are not correct.  
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Scan Priority 

Specifies the priority assigned to the switch – Critical, High, Normal, Low and Occasional. This 
priority which determines the interval (frequency) at which it is scanned. You may refer to page X for 
more information about defining the scanning interval. 

Last Updated 

Specifies with the timestamp of when the most recent scan was performed of this switch. 

Transport 

Telnet or SSH. 

4.4.1 Network Switches Actions 
The following actions can be performed by clicking the Action button in the top right of this page – 

 

• Add Switch – Enables you to manually add a switch to be covered by SepioPrime, as described 
on page X. 

• Edit Switch – Enables you to manually edit a previously added switch to be covered by 
SepioPrime. 

• Delete Switch – Enables you to delete a previously added switch. 

• Poll Now – Initiates an immediate SepioPrime scan of the selected switch(es). This does not 
affect the currently defined scanning policy. This option may be useful when you need to create 
a snapshot of the current status. 

• Scan Policy – Enables you to change the SepioPrime scanning priority assigned to the selected 
switch(es). The following displays. You may refer to page X for more information. 
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4.5 Network Ports 
The following describes how to display an aggregated list of the network ports covered by 
SepioPrime. A row appears for each physical port of each switch, as shown below – 

 

This list shows the switch name, its IP address, quantity of unique MAC addresses connected to 
each physical port and so on. You can hover over the information in this table to display more detail.  

# Addresses Column  

For example, hovering over the # Addresses column displays a tooltip listing details about each 
network device connected to this physical port. This means that if the number 2 appears in this 
column, that two network devices are connected to that physical port, as shown below – 
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The top right corner provides a drop down which enables you to select how many rows are 
displayed in each page. 

 

The bottom of this list indicates how many ports are covered by SepioPrime. 

Link Partner Column  

Shows the MAC address of the port’s link partner. 

Fingerprint Column  

Shows the unique fingerprint generated by SepioPrime for this port. 

Port Status Column  

Indicates whether the port is Connected or not (Disconnected) to another network. 

CDP Info  

Shows Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) information. 

4.6 Verifying SepioPrime Communication with 
the Switches  

The following describes how to verify that SepioPrime is properly polling each of the switches. 

 To verify communication with each of the switches – 

4.7 Verifying Port License Coverage 
the following describes how to verify that the license you purchased from Sepio is sufficient for the 
quantity of ports that you defined to be covered. 

 To verify your port license coverage – 
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5  
Risk Insights  
This chapter describes the insights provided about the  
risk from malicious hardware in your organization.  

5.1 Overview 
The Risk Insights page provides the following sections – 

• Uncommon Peripherals, page x  

• Vulnerable Peripherals, page x  

• Switch Vulnerabilities, page x  

• Network Ports, page x  
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5.2 Uncommon Peripherals 

 

• Uncommon Peripherals – Includes a table of rarely used devices that were detected. The 
following may be specified next to each device –  

• One of – Only a single device like this was detected in the entire the monitored IT 
infrastructure.  

• Two of – Only two devices like this were detected in the entire the monitored IT 
infrastructure.  

• Few of – Multiple devices (more than two) like this were detected in the entire the monitored 
IT infrastructure.  

This display is particularly interesting because it shows uncommon devices. These devices are 
considered uncommon because enterprises typically purchase equipment in batches and 
therefore it is quite unusual to find singularities in an enterprise’s infrastructure. In addition, a 
Rogue Device-based campaign typically starts by deploying only one or two devices. 
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• Uncommon Composition – Provides a highlighted view of specific device interface setups 

that are different from other identical devices found on the same infrastructure. For example, 
as shown below –  
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5.3 Vulnerable Peripherals 

 

• Rouge Peripherals – Provides a list of detected USB rouge devices. 

• Vulnerable Peripherals – Provides a list of devices that are known to be vulnerable. This device 
list was extracted according to SepioPrime’s threat intelligence database. These devices are 
vulnerable by manufacturer design. These are considered to be Supply Chain Vulnerabilities 
because they originate from the vendor itself and leave the device open to attack by hackers 
who are aware of this vulnerability.  

• Odd Composition – Provides a list of devices with an unusual composition setup, as defined by 
Sepio. For example, a mass storage device with an HID interface is unusual. The same applies 
for a device with two mice/keyboards in it (meaning on the same device, not as two separate 
keyboard connected to the host). 
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5.4 Switch Vulnerabilities 

 

• Switch Distribution – Provides the distribution of switches in the enterprise’s network 
infrastructure. 

• IOS Distribution – Provides the distribution of the operating systems of the switches in the 
enterprise’s network infrastructure. 

• Vulnerable Switches – Provides a dynamically built heat map that includes a graphical 
representation of the vulnerabilities associated with the existing network infrastructure. A brick 
is colored red when the following conditions are all met –  

• High grade vulnerability. 

• The vulnerability is relevant to the specified switch’s P/N and OS version.  

• The vulnerable functionality is actually enabled in that specific switch. 

Upon clicking a brick, a detailed table of its CVE is displayed with direct links to it. A list of the 
switches shown in the heatmap appears on its right and specifies switch names and the total 
quantity of switches. 
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5.5 Network Ports 

 

• Precarious Devices – Provides a table listing all the network devices that have dual usage and 
are extremely popular within the hacking community. These devices are visible and show their 
authentic MAC. 

• Port Violations – Provides a list of all ports in which a loop has been detected. 

• Uncommon Device – Includes a table of rarely used network devices that were detected. The 
following may be specified next to each network device –  

• One of – Only a single device like this was detected in the entire monitored IT infrastructure.  

• Two of – Only two devices like this were detected in the entire the monitored IT 
infrastructure.  

• Few of – Multiple devices (more than two) like this were detected in the entire the monitored 
IT infrastructure.  

This display is particularly interesting because it shows uncommon devices. They are 
considered uncommon because enterprises typically purchase equipment in batches and 
therefore it is quite unusual to find singularities in their infrastructure. In addition, it is typical for 
a Rogue Device-based campaign to start by deploying only one or two device. 

5.6 Device Pairs  
Provides a list of visible devices (meaning devices with visible MAC address) that are connected to 
the same physical port in the switch. This may result from an internal unmanaged switch up, an 
internal implant or from an optional daisy-chain network connection. These are categorized 
according to the pair’s members (PC+PC/Camera+Communication and so on). 
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6  
Other SepioPrime 
Options  
This chapter shows other information and reporting options  
provided by SepioPrime. 

6.1 History  Event Log 
 To display the SepioPrime event log – 

1 Select History and then Event Log from the left pane. 
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6.2 Reports 
The Reports option in the left pane provides a variety of precompiled reports showing the latest 
information. 

 

6.2.1 Self Generated Reports 
This option enables you to configure the report that you would like to generate and to have it 
automatically sent to the recipients of your choice through the SMTP email server that is configured 
in SepioPrime. 

 To define a new report – 

1 Select Reports and then the Self-Generated Report option. The following displays –  
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2 Click the Action button to display a dropdown menu and select the Add Report option. 

6.3 Audit Trail 
SepioPrime provides a detailed audit trail of all user actions, as shown below – 

 

6.4 Users 
The Administrator  Users option enables you to define/add SepioPrime users as needed. 
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6.5 Licensing 
The Administrator  Licensing option enables you to handle various aspects of SepioPrime 
Licensing, as follows –  

 

• SepioPrime Section – Licensing of the SepioPrime server is handled during installation. The USB 
Security option should be enabled if you purchased device visibility and the Network Security 
option should be enabled if you purchased network visibility. You may refer the SepioPrime 
Installation Manual for more information.  

• USB Security Section – This section enables you to verify the SepioPrime licenses deployed on 
the hosts of enterprise’s network. It enables you to export a list of the SepioPrime Agents and to 
send it to Sepio in order to receive and upload licenses to each Agent, as described on page X. 
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7  
Integrating with 
SepioPrime  
This chapter describes how to integrate SepioPrime alerts and  
events with other third-party products. 
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About SEPIO SYSTEMS 

The Latin word “Sepio” means “defend” and “guard.” 

Bad actors are gaining access by implanting rogue hardware –  
Sepio’s Rogue Device Mitigation (RDM) stops them. 

Sepio is disrupting the cyber-security industry by uncovering hidden hardware attacks. 
Sepio Prime provides security teams with full visibility into their hardware assets and their 
behavior in real time. A comprehensive policy enforcement module allows administrators 

to easily define granular device usage rules and continuously monitor and protect their 
infrastructure. Leveraging a combination of physical fingerprinting technology together with 

device behavior analytics, Sepio's software-only solution offers instant detection and 
response to any threat or breach attempt coming from a manipulated or infected element. 

Sepio Systems was founded by cyber security experts from private industry and 
government agencies. Our team has earned global recognition and decoration in fighting 

attacks though malicious hardware devices. 

www.sepio.systems 
support@sepio.systems 

 

http://www.sepio.systems/
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